Scams: Beware

Scammers love to change their tactics and
find new ways to rip you off. Fraudsters
prefer to stick with the scams that work,
but when the public gets wise to a
particular scam, they change it different
and as deceitful as possible. Apart from
that several new types of scams are also
introduced each day. With the rise of
mobile technology fraudsters are using
increasingly sophisticated techniques.
Scammers may use email, web sites, chat
rooms or message boards to present
fraudulent solicitations to prospective
victims, to conduct fraudulent transactions
or to transmit the proceeds of fraud to
financial institutions or to others connected
with the scheme. Anyone can be targeted
by a scam. Elderly people, people in
distress such as financial losses, job losses
etc are most vulnerable to such scams.
Consumers are easily tricked out of their
account details, followed by romance
scams, investment cons and email
impersonation or invoice fraud. This book
helps you to stay abreast with most
common scams causing huge losses
throughout the world. It also introduces
you to safe online banking, safe usage of
mobile devices for banking, safe usage of
public computers, business protection
measures, data theft prevention measures,
safe usage of social networks, safe online
Trading and safe usage of passwords and
PINs.

Beware of Scams. Scams are becoming more common, and scammers are getting creative. Thats why we want you to
have information to help make sure youScams targeting Tinder users are also becoming more popular, and more
creative. If users arent careful, these scams can cause some serious problems for theVishing and phishing beware of
phone and email scammers. Be aware that fraudsters can call out of the blue or email you claiming that you need to
make aAt times, Emera Maine customers may be targeted by scammers claiming to be representing the utility. They may
even make it appear as if the call is comingWhats on Weibo has compiled a list of 10 scams in China that are recently
trending on social media or in Chinas newspapers, victimising hundreds of peopleAnatomy of Online Dating Scams How Not to Become a Victim of Cyber-romance. According to the FBI, victims of online dating scams lost more than
$82 million in the last six months of 2014. Heres a quick look at the anatomy of a dating scam, and how you can avoid
fake romance.Scam artists are stealing millions of dollars from distressed homeowners by promising immediate relief
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from foreclosure, or demanding cash for counselingThe principle behind social engineering and scams in general is that
people are the weak link in security that it can be easier to trick people than to hack intoHucksters and scammers are
constantly on the move trying to get at your money and stay one step ahead of the law. Here are a couple of the latest
scams: Every day men and women around the world are tricked by the top Internet scams. Typically, by the time they
realize they have been deceived,Beware! Investment Scams. ASK. CHECK. CONFIRM. Knowing the tell-tale signs,
such as promises of guaranteed high returns at very low risk, helps you spot But two not-so-new phone and mail scams
prove that fraudsters are still using traditional scamming methods to facilitate their crimes.Beware of scams. A number
of citizens informed us over the last few days that they had been victims of attempted scams. They were contacted by
con-men who
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